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EDITOR

Cooperation and business opportunities 

between the UK and Japan in the realm 

of finance have grown considerably over 

the past few years, with bilateral deals inked 

and fintech firms pitching their products and 

services in each other’s countries. 

On page 16, we take a look at how such 

activities are expected to expand further, 

following the roll-out of Open Banking in 

the UK earlier this year. Widely expected to 

bring significant changes to the world of retail 

banking, the initiative is at the forefront of a 

global trend to free up financial data and put it 

in the hands of customers.

On the rise?

In Japan, March represents a time when many 

workers hope to see a different kind of change 

to their bank account—more money. As the 

country’s trade unions prepare to engage in 

shunto—the spring offensive—their hope is that 

Japanese corporations will share some of their 

profits with the labour force. Indeed, so will 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, who believes that 

wage increases are key to the continued revival 

of the economy.

Both workers and the prime minister might 

well be disappointed, but going in the opposite 

direction are foreign firms in Japan, who often 

pay a premium to get their hands on top talent. 

On page 23, we take a look at differences and 

what they might mean for Japanese firms in 

the future.

Standing together

On page 19, we are pleased to publish extracts 

from Secretary of State for Scotland David 

Mundell’s speech to BCCJ members on 16 

February. In addition to covering the history 

of the Scotland–Japan relationship, he also set 

out what he believes the future holds for the 

countries post-Brexit.

Then in our Community pages (page 42), we 

have photos from the International Women’s 

Day (IWD) event Pledge for Parity, 

The story goes on

For those who enjoyed the first part of our BCCJ 

history, we continue the story on page 36, bringing 

the account of the chamber more or less up to date. 

Part of the challenge of delving in the BCCJ’s history 

is the lack of many of the original materials and 

documents demonstrating its evolution.

However, since publishing part one, a 

reader has kindly sent in decades-old copies 

of the BCCJ magazine, which will be the basis 

of a future BCCJ ACUMEN story. Should you 

have any materials that could help us shed 

further light on the chamber’s past, please let 

us know. 

Banking on change
Progress on the march

chris russell  |  russell@custom-media.com
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Britain may benefit  
more by joining TPP
Tokyo’s negotiator for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) has suggested it 
might be better for the UK to join the TPP rather than negotiate a bilateral 
trade deal with Japan, the Financial Times reported on 20 February.

“The negotiation takes about the same time and you can have one country 
or you can have 11. So I think there is a point”, said Kazuyoshi Umemoto. 

British government officials had previously raised the possibility of 
joining the TPP, but Prime Minister Theresa May pushed for a bilateral 
deal during a visit to Japan last year.

MEDIA

UK–JAPAN NEWS

These summaries of media reports are in the public domain 

and reproduced under the general principle of “fair dealing”.

Sales of UK-made cars soar

Brexit seen as “self-harm”

The former British ambassador to Japan 
(2008–2012) Sir David Warren KCMG has 
written in an essay for The Royal Institute of 
International Affairs that Brexit could have 
a “grave” impact on UK–Japan relations, 
The Guardian reported on 15 February.

Warren writes that Japanese policy 
analysts are confused by UK government 
rhetoric surrounding the global opportu-
nities offered by Brexit. In Japan, power 
projection is seen as heavily dependent on 
economic strength, and thus leaving a large 
economic bloc is seen by many officials as 
constituting political self-harm.

Study shows JET  
boosts soft power

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) 
Programme has boosted Japanese soft power, 
according to a study in the UK, The Japan Times 
reported on 19 February.

Sharleen Estampador-Hughson, a research 
student at the University of Sheffield, examined 
the experiences of 24 former JET teachers. She 
found the programme had a significant effect on 
them and led to a positive perception of Japan, 
which they carried throughout their lives.

As a result, former JET participants promote 
Japan and maintain ties to the country.

SMBC leases London office
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation will rent three floors—
totalling 14,8642m2—in a central London office building currently 
under refurbishment, Business Insider reported on 13 February. The 
lease will be for 20 years.

The deal has been hailed by the developer, British Land Company 
PLC, as a vote of confidence in London as a global city. Concerns 
had previously been raised about the city’s status as a financial hub 
post-Brexit.

The development at 100 Liverpool Street is due to be completed 
in 2020.

Japanese demand for UK-built cars rose 25.4% in 2017, according to a 
31 January press release issued by the Society of Motor Manufacturers 
and Traders (SMMT). 

In total, 32,404 British cars were sold in the country, with Japan being 
the second-largest market in Asia. According to the SMMT, demand was 
driven by the reputation of the UK’s premium and luxury cars.

The MINI One was the top-selling British car in Japan, followed by 
the Honda Civic Type-R and the MINI Clubman.

The Honda Civic Type-R, the second-highest selling British car in Japan. • PHOTO: HONDA

Sharleen Estampador-Hughson (centre), the study’s 
author, with Japanese students
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Nintendo Switch sells 
at slower rate in the UK

Grime music takes root in TokyoMay, Abe to help enforce 
sanctions on North Korea

The British and Japanese prime ministers have  
agreed to work together to stop North Korea  
evading tough UN Security Council sanctions 
through ship-to-ship transfers of certain goods, 
the South China Morning Post reported on 
27 February.

During a phone conversation between them, 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe stressed the need to 
apply the maximum pressure on North Korea so it 
would abandon its nuclear weapons development.

Prime Minister Theresa May agreed, 
expressing her readiness to cooperate in dealing 
with the North Korea issue. 

In an article published on 27 February, dance music 
magazine Mixmag put the spotlight on the Japanese 
take on grime, a genre originating from London in 
the early 2000s that combines fast rapping with bass-
heavy beats. The music has enjoyed considerable global 
success in recent years.

Speaking to leading DJs, MCs and producers in 
Tokyo such as Pakin, Double Clapperz and ONJUICY, 
Mixmag looked at how the artists discovered the genre 
and the challenges of introducing this foreign sound 
to Japan.

“We all express our frustrations and rebellious spirit 
in the same way”, said Pakin, commenting on the 
similarities between grime in the two countries. 

Motherwell pharma firm 
opens office in Kawasaki
A Motherwell-based firm tackling cancer has opened an office in 
Japan as it continues its expansion in Asia, The Herald reported on 
15 February. 

TC BioPharm Ltd. (TCB) opened the new office a day before in 
the Kanagawa Life Innovation Centre at Tonomachi, Kawasaki. TCB 
plans to team up with Japanese pharma firm Nipro Corporation to 
co-develop a new therapy for blood cancers.

Last year, Nipro led an $8mn equity round for TCB. 

Sales of Nintendo Co., Ltd.’s latest console, the Switch, in the UK are 
lagging behind those in other major markets, Gamesindustry.biz reported 
on 7 February.

Citing IHS Markit’s Director of Research and Analysis Piers Harding-Rolls, 
the comparatively sluggish sales were attributed to factors such as reduced 
engagement with the Nintendo brand, the console’s expensive price point 
against a post-Brexit economic backdrop, a more competitive market and 
aggressive pricing from rival games systems.

Switch is the fastest-selling console ever in France and the United States.

Japan to benefit more from AI
The UK is lagging behind Japan in its ability to benefit from, or 
minimise the adverse effects of, artificial intelligence (AI), according 
to an Economist Intelligence Unit report published on 4 February.

In two scenarios modelled, the UK would experience weaker 
GDP growth than Japan. In a third scenario—according to which 
governments do not take action to improve skills and develop national 
data-sharing schemes—the UK economy would shrink 1.2% and Japan’s 
would grow slightly.

Also in the third scenario, AI would mostly replace, rather than 
complement, workers in the UK. 

The Nintendo Switch
PHOTO: NINTENDO

Grime MC Pakin
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In autumn of last year, with our 70th anniversary 

almost upon us, the British Chamber of 

Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) Executive 

Committee (Excom) decided to test the fitness 

of the chamber by conducting a membership 

review. Led by Iain Ferguson, president and chief 

operating officer of Lloyd’s Japan, the review 

assessed the structure of BCCJ membership 

categories, benefits, fees and services.

In an ever-evolving marketplace, and with a 

number of exciting opportunities for UK–Japan 

relations on the horizon, we want to be sure that 

our nimble team is delivering value for all our 

members. Here is a snapshot of our key findings:

The BCCJ now hosts 40 events per year, with 

attendee numbers having more than doubled 

from 1,060 in 2011, to 2,200 in 2017. We welcome 

a more diverse audience from across our 

membership, as well as from external public 

and private stakeholder organisations, meaning 

greater business development opportunities for 

members and their teams.

Wider reach

Our range of digital services has been 

significantly expanded. In 2010, we had an 

online database of members. Today, we have 

an interactive website that serves as a hub for 

information on BCCJ activities and UK–Japan 

business, a weekly newsletter that enjoys an 

opening rate of almost 40% and a vibrant social 

media presence—the most successful of any 

chamber of commerce in Japan. In total, we now 

utilise nine communication channels to interact 

with members and the outside world.

Major delivery

The British Business Awards is cemented in the 

calendar as our flagship event and has grown into 

a bilateral showcase for UK–Japan commercial 

success, having welcomed a record 350 guests 

in 2017 and attracted coverage for our nominees 

and winners in national print and online media.

Value

The above service enhancements have all been 

achieved on a static membership fee structure for 

the past seven years, which includes the absorption 

of Japan’s consumption tax increase in 2014.

Services and fees are generally comparable 

to, or more favourable than, similar chambers of 

commerce or market associations in Japan.

Benefits

At the conclusion of this review, Excom agreed 

that a number of changes will be phased in over 

the next two annual membership renewal periods. 

Members will learn more about 

these changes via letters sent to them by 

BCCJ President David Bickle.

Designed to increase the long-term 

sustainability and number of active members 

at the BCCJ, the changes will help us provide 

an ever-more vibrant and progressive platform 

for member firms to access and from which 

they can benefit. With Brexit negotiations 

underway, and the 2019 Rugby World Cup and 

the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games 

now within sight, we are genuinely eager to 

bring unique opportunities to members in all 

categories. More information about increased 

member benefits will be posted on the BCCJ 

website in due course.

If you have any questions about our 

membership review, please do not hesitate to 

contact me and the executive team on:  

info@bccjapan.com or 03-6426-5739. 

As always, we remain strongly committed 

to serving all of our members with a full and 

innovative events programme and useful 

services, in the overall pursuit of rich and 

growing  UK–Japan commerce.  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Ever evolving
Results of our membership review 

lori henderson mbe

The changes will help us 

provide an ever-more vibrant 

and progressive platform.
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MEDIA

JAPAN NEWS
BY MARK SCHREIBER

Materials summarised from these vernacular press reports 

are the property of copyright holders that are credited.

 english fluency does not  
guarantee a worker’s ability
A series of six articles in Shukan Gendai 

(3 March) looked at what changes are 

occurring at Japan’s universities in the 

current era of low birth rates. 

In the fifth article in the series, the mag-

azine voices a surprisingly negative view 

of so-called kikoku shijo, the term used to 

describe Japanese returnees, who have been 

raised and educated abroad. Its eye-catching 

headline, quoting a human resources manager 

at a major corporation, reads, “If English is 

the only thing they’re good at, we don’t need 

them to work here”.

interest in health shows marked increase among all age groups

Japan’s consumers are showing a revived 

interest in the importance of health. 

Responses to a survey, received from both 

adult men and women in all age groups, 

express the intention to increase health-

related expenditure, for example through food, 

leisure and other pursuits. 

The Nikkei Marketing Journal (NMJ) 

dated 4 February published the results of a 

nationwide poll in September conducted by 

Recruit Lifestyle Co., Ltd.’s Jalan travel website. 

It obtained 2,582 valid responses. 

In descending order, the items in which 

participants said they had recently taken 

a new interest or about which they had 

developed concern (with multiple responses 

given), included diet (82.2%), travel (79%) and 

health and relaxation (74.7%). When asked, 

“In what topics have you taken more interest 

than you did previously?” the top responses 

were health and relaxation (62.8%), travel 

(61.8%) and food (59.5%).

Somewhat unusually for a survey with a 

wide age spread, it found almost insignificant 

differences in the intention of different age 

groups to devote more time and spend more 

money on health. Among men in their sixties, 

65.3% planned to do so, followed by men in 

their thirties (62.5%) and boys in their teens.

Compared with a current average monthly 

expenditure of ¥3,541 for health-related 

activities (not including medical treatment 

or medication), future spending is expected 

to rise by an average of ¥855 to ¥4,396. The 

sharpest increases are among men in their 

thirties (¥1,379) and females in their teens 

and twenties (¥1,060), respectively. 

Asked if they have an interest in travel that 

promotes better health, 70.9% gave positive 

replies. The term “health tourism” might, 

in the Japanese mind, include therapeutic 

mineral spring bathing, specially prepared 

“slow food” or macrobiotic diets, as well as 

trips including yoga sessions or Pilates.

The article begins with a quote from an 

individual identified only as “Mr A” at a car 

dealership that has hired new sales staff to work 

at its headquarters. Problems, he says, have 

repeatedly cropped up with one particular new 

arrival, who was brought up in the United States, 

concerning her way of interacting with potential 

customers. 

“‘Is there something with which you’re 

dissatisfied?’ she asked an indecisive customer”, 

reported Mr A. “Even after I warned her about 

using that tone, she asked me, po faced, ‘Did I 

say something wrong?’ 

Mineral spring baths are a popular example of health tourism. • PHOTO: UNZEN KANKO HOTEL
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On 5 November while on a state visit to Japan, 

US President Donald Trump was treated to 

a full-course teppanyaki dinner at the Ginza 

branch of Ukai-tei, a three-star Michelin 

establishment where, as a saying attributed to 

another wealthy American, J.P. Morgan, goes, 

“If you have to ask how much it costs, you can’t 

afford it”.

The next day, a Monday, wire services reported 

the shares of the restaurant’s parent company, 

Ukai Co. Ltd., had risen 7.3%. 

The house speciality at Ukai-tei is steaks from 

pampered wagyu steers. The streaks of marbled 

fat in the beef—which imparts an extra-tender 

consistency to the meat—are referred to in 

Japanese as shimofuri (fallen frost). 

While Japanese understandably take pride 

in the quality of their meat, when the daily 

Asahi Shimbun (24 February) posed the question 

of beef preference to 1,626 people in its weekly 

“be between” survey, the results were precisely 

50–50, with lean cuts of beef just as popular as the 

marbled variety, although for different reasons. 

Shimofuri was favoured for its tenderness and 

leaner beef cuts just as popular as wagyu
melt-in-the-mouth consistency (541 and 536 

respondents, respectively, followed by its sense of 

balance between soft and firm 449). Leaner beef 

cuts are more appreciated for their good flavour 

(421 responses); straightforward simplicity (398); 

and being better for health (376). 

Among both groups, the four most popular 

styles of beef dishes named were sukiyaki, steak, 

shabu-shabu and Korean-style barbecue. 

In terms of dining frequency, 25% of 

shimofuri consumers said they indulged 

“several times a month”, whereas among 

those favouring the lean cuts, over twice that 

percentage, 51%, said they consumed them 

several times a month. 

Individual preferences, of course, change 

with the times. Speaking as a recent convert, 

a 75-year-old man from Shizuoka Prefecture 

admitted he thought shimofuri beef tastier, 

yet added, “but to reduce my fat intake, I 

recently switched to leaner cuts”. Overall, older 

respondents tend to associate beef with their 

first encounters, beginning in the 1950s, with 

high-quality meat. They still regard beef as a 

special treat to be consumed on celebratory 

occasions such as at New Year. 

“It was clear she wasn’t being malicious, but 

in a situation where a customer is considering 

purchasing a car, it would have been more 

appropriate to adopt a more humble tone and 

ask, ‘Might there be something that’s not clear 

to you?’. The problem is, her Japanese just isn’t 

very good”.

According to “Mr B”, who works in human 

resources for a major trading firm, “The policy  

of hiring candidates who are adept at English  

(scoring 900 or higher in the TOEIC examina-

tion) typically involves top-down directives 

from upper management who are promoting 

globalisation. But human resources depart-

ments are concerned that new staff are unable 

to meet Japan’s societal requirements, and 

when this becomes a problem in the organ-

isation, the responsibility invariably falls on 

their department”. 

In terms of general knowledge, their 

shortcomings are often evident from written 

tests. “They can’t solve maths problems for 

maths learnt at the primary school level and 

can’t even correctly write the name of the 

current prime minister”, said “Mr C”, a human 

resources manager at a major manufacturing 

firm. “In total, their English ability makes up 

for the shortfall, but their ability is below that 

of graduates from top schools, such as Keio 

and Waseda”.

Nor are the Japan offices of foreign businesses 

an exception. At one firm, “complaints were 

circulating from the US headquarters that this 

particular Japanese staff member ‘couldn’t 

understand English’”. What they meant in this case 

was that he lacked a specialised understanding of 

finance and securities. 

The article doesn’t go quite as far as sug-

gesting the returnees’ acquisition of foreign 

language skills overseas is of little benefit, 

but it is clearly critical of their weakness in 

working with others as a close-knit group—an 

attribute to which great importance is attached 

in Japan.  

This is by no means a new debate, but the 

Shukan Gendai’s writer weakens his argument 

to some extent by extolling “traditional 

Japanese corporate hiring practices”, since 

“lifelong employment” and related traditions 

in the Japanese workplace have been eroding 

since the 1990s. 
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I was pleased to join a celebration organized by 

the European Business Council last month to 

mark the progress made towards concluding 

the EU–Japan Economic Partnership Agreement 

(EPA). According to the Asahi Shimbun, both 

sides are now keen to accelerate progress towards 

finalising the EPA, so that it can be signed, ratified 

and enter into force early next year—ideally 

before the UK leaves the EU.

This would be welcome for UK business, 

which has been a staunch supporter of the EPA 

throughout its negotiation, and particularly for 

Japan. An agreement in force by March 2019 

might apply automatically during any post-

Brexit transition period.

UK news in recent weeks has been 

dominated by increasingly partisan Brexit 

politics. In the midst of this, however, was the 

welcome announcement from Toyota Motor 

Corporation that it will build a new model in 

the UK. Vehicles will be assembled at the auto 

maker’s Derbyshire plant, with engines coming 

from its factory in Wales.

This provided some welcome perspective. 

Given the firm’s position at the centre of intricate 

cross-border supply chains, the president of 

Toyota Motor Europe, Johan van Zyl, restated 

that continued free and frictionless trade 

between the UK and Europe will be vital for 

Toyota’s future success.

At the same time, however, he emphasised 

that the commitment to UK production demon-

strated the car giant’s “confidence in the skills and 

capabilities” of its UK workforce. This is a timely 

reminder that, as sacrifices and compromises are 

made in pursuit of agreement on the UK’s future 

relationship with the EU, there are sources of 

competitive advantage that will remain. 

Increased traffic

Comments from Japanese businesses carry 

much weight due to the more than £40bn of 

investment that they have poured into the UK 

over the years. Investment is a two way street 

though, albeit the traffic is somewhat lighter 

from the UK to Japan.

Nonetheless, UK outbound investment and 

trade with Japan is significant and growing, 

and I am pleased to see examples not only in 

the familiar areas of luxury goods, vehicles, 

food and drink, but also in technology. Last 

November, we saw fledgling analytics firm 

SciBite Limited scoop the BCCJ 2017 annual 

British Business Award for innovation.

More recently, Scottish immunotherapy 

firm TC BioPharm opened its first overseas 

office in Japan (page 9), from which it plans to 

expand its cell therapy business throughout 

Asia. And then last month the UK’s Cell 

and Gene Therapy Catapult entered into a 

partnership with the Japanese Society for 

Regenerative Medicine, the world’s largest 

society for this area of medicine. 

These firms are innovative pioneers, setting 

out on a journey of expansion in Japan. They 

are blessed with remarkable ideas, products 

and ambitious leaders, but they certainly do 

not have a monopoly on the keys to success. So 

for those myriad UK firms that are yet to unlock 

their potential to do business here, I urge you to 

visit the Export to Japan website. Better still, go 

to the British Chamber of Commerce in Japan 

website to book an event and access the link 

from there! 

Sealing the deal
Growing trade and partnership

david bickle  |  @BCCJ_President

UK outbound investment 

and trade with Japan is 

significant and growing, 

and I am pleased to see 

examples not only in the 

familiar areas.
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BY CHRIS RUSSELL

C ompetition lies at the heart of the 

modern economy, with consumers 

routinely switching between products 

and services in a bid to get the best deal. But 

one area has remained stubbornly resistant to 

such habits: banking. 

For many people in the UK, accounts are 

chosen while they are their teens—possibly 

based on inducements such as cash or free rail 

cards—and little thought is given to how their 

choice might play out in the years to come.

Now, however, the sector is set for a shake up, 

thanks to the UK’s implementation of the Open 

Banking initiative, which is designed to create 

software standards and industry guidelines to drive 

competition and innovation in retail banking. The 

initiative came into force on 13 January and will see 

new services rolled out over the coming months. 

The first stage of the scheme went live in March 

2017 and compelled banks to share information on 

branch and ATM locations and banking products. 

The initiative is at the vanguard of attempts 

worldwide to open up banking data and improve 

services for consumers, so it is being keenly 

watched by many countries, including Japan.

Underpinning Open Banking is technology 

known as application programming interfaces 

(APIs), which are the basis of many services and 

pieces of digital infrastructure. These allow data to 

be transferred securely and automatically between 

pieces of software, and the goal of Open Banking 

was to devise APIs that provide standardised 

solutions. The banking initiative, set in motion by 

the Competition and Markets Authority, also im-

plements the European Union’s Second Payment 

Services Directive, legislation that requires banks 

to open up data to third parties. 

“What we’re seeing rolled out in the UK this 

year is the start of, or what will be the founda-

tions of, a material change in the way that we as 

consumers experience financial services”, said 

Catherine McGrath, managing director of trans-

actional products and payments at Barclays 

Bank PLC. “Bank accounts are only just the start 

and it should, hopefully, quite rapidly extend to 

a whole range of financial services propositions”.

BRAVE NEW WORLD

Open Banking offers new area for bilateral ties

The major changes, however, won’t come 

overnight, or even in 2018. Nevertheless, many 

in the industry are convinced that they will come 

within a few years. Key will be establishing security 

and trust around data, as well as offering compelling 

products to customers.

“The thing that is going to drive that change 

is when companies come up with exciting new 

customer propositions, so when there is a really 

good, compelling idea, then people will jump on it 

and start using it”, said Andrew Stewart, a partner 

at management consulting firm A.T. Kearney, Inc.

Unlocking potential

Although future applications of the APIs are very 

much up in the air—indeed, this is the source of 

much of the excitement in the financial sector 

around Open Banking—some products have 

already emerged. To some extent, these are 

based on existing products, but Open Banking 

will smooth out the implementation of them.

Take, for example, aggregators, which can 

bring together someone’s disparate accounts 

TOP STORY

A.T. Kearney recently hosted a roundtable in London on Open Banking in Japan.

• Allows bank data to be shared  

with third parties

• Change could disrupt retail banking

• Chance for UK fintechs in Japan
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into one place for easy management. Such 

services already exist, but are conducted by a 

process called screen scraping and require users 

to share their passwords, something many are 

understandably uncomfortable doing. Open 

Banking APIs, meanwhile, can make that step of 

the process redundant.

Other applications include tools to track 

spending and help with budgeting; a simplified 

process for sharing evidence of finances when 

applying for loans; and services aimed at free-

lancers and the self-employed, such as Coconut, 

which monitors how much tax is owed and 

keeps track of expenses.

Further down the line, apps could automat-

ically shift money between accounts to prevent 

one from being overdrawn; suggest more com-

petitive plans for phones, insurance and utilities; 

and offer cheaper payments between customers 

and retailers by cutting out middlemen such as 

Visa Inc. and Worldpay Group plc.

But Open Banking shouldn’t just be seen 

in terms of its significance for consumer-

facing banking.

“Actually some of the opportunities 

around providing these services to businesses, 

particularly to small- and medium-sized 

businesses, are probably the most exciting area 

of all of them”, said Stewart. 

Banking on disruption

With the likely unbundling of financial services 

and increased competition from tech firms 

large and small, the very future of incumbent 

banks is thrown into question. As various 

services are hived off to other firms, banks run 

the risk of being reduced to the “dumb piping” 

of a utility, with a consequent hit to their 

bottom lines.

Giving a sense of the impact this might 

have is management consulting firm McKinsey’s 

A Brave New World for Global Banking: 

McKinsey Global Banking Annual Review 2016, 

which states that in a revolutionary digitisation 

scenario, margins for consumer finance 

and payments in Japan could fall by 25.1% 

and 23.6%, respectively. Meanwhile, the UK 

would also see double digit declines, at 13.8% 

and 21.7%.

“I absolutely believe it’s a threat, and it’s a 

threat if you sit on your hands and believe the 

world of financial services isn’t changing”, said 

Barclays’s McGrath. “You will start to lose not 

just the engagement layer, but you’d actually 

start to lose that core relationship [with the 

customer]”.

For McGrath, escaping that fate will, to a large 

extent, come down to building and maintaining 

trust. With consumers increasingly sceptical 

about the amount and uses of data collected by 

tech firms, the opportunity is there to reassure 

customers that their data isn’t being exploited 

and that banks are helping the customer to make 

money in a way they can understand.

“I think you can shift it to being more of 

an opportunity than a threat if you’re very, 

very squarely in line with the customer’s 

agenda”, she said.

Global trend

Japan is also making a move into territory 

similar to Open Banking, with the government’s 

Investments for the Future Strategy 2017 setting 

out a target for the adoption of open APIs by at 

least 80 banks by 2020. 

The standardisation of such APIs is currently 

being overseen by the Center for Financial 

Industry Information Systems but, as in the UK, 

the response to the opportunity presented by 

them has differed depending on the size and 

nature of the bank.

“Well-capitalized megabanks and certain 

online banks are more proactive in the use of 

open APIs”, said Chikara Adachi, senior manager 

of Japan financial services at Ernst & Young 

ShinNihon LLC, noting that this might not be 

the case for Japan’s regional banks, some of 

which do not recognise the need for the APIs.

Nonetheless, these targets are more 

ambitious than what is currently being seen in 

the UK. There, the January roll-out applied to 

the country’s nine largest banks and building 

societies, six of which missed the deadline.

“In a way, that’s pushing ahead of Europe 

and there already are some new fintechs such 

as Money Forward that provide an overview 

of what people’s accounts are and give them 

some form of financial planning”, said A.T. 

Kearney’s Stewart.

Nonetheless, there are challenges. Adachi 

points to the costs of implementing APIs, which 

will probably have to be borne by the banks 

themselves. Then there is a question of attitude.

“It’s also a challenge to the culture of some 

of the traditional banks, which for many, many 

years have had one way of going to market and 

are quite isolationist and they need to now be 

more open and really bring the customer into 

their bank and understand what a customer 

needs”, said Stewart. “There is going to be a lot 

more partnering between banks and fintechs, 

creating these ecosystems. And that partnering 

is not something that banks necessarily have all 

the skills and capabilities to do”.

Open access

With the UK taking a lead in opening banking 

data and Japan setting ambitious targets of its 

own, there would appear to be significant scope 

for UK–Japan collaboration in this area. In the 

short term, however, this is likely to remain 

limited to learning and partnerships.

“I think Japanese firms would be interested 

in seeing how this will transform retail banking 

and also in learning how to deal with some of 

the challenges coming from opening APIs—for 

example security, who owns liability in cases 

where the bank account holder’s interest was 

compromised and so on—are being handled”, 

said Naomi Takegoshi, trade and investment 

officer at the British Embassy Tokyo.

Stewart from A.T. Kearney agrees.

“I don’t think there’s any UK bank that would 

suddenly try and launch in Japan, but I think it’s 

more a sharing of experiences and opportunities 

and customer propositions each way”, he said.

Nonetheless, there are likely to be more 

opportunities in Japan for UK fintech firms, and 

later in 2018 the British Embassy Tokyo hopes 

to repeat the fintech trade mission it carried out 

last year.

“UK fintech businesses providing competitive 

and convenient services to UK banks might 

see opportunities in serving Japanese banks, 

and successful Japanese fintech startups might 

find opportunities in selling their services to 

the UK market”, said Takegoshi. “As the UK 

Financial Conduct Authority has a cooperation 

framework with the Financial Services Agency 

of Japan—signed in March 2017—this should 

also help facilitate UK firms entering Japan and 

vice versa”. 

Catherine McGrath, 
of Barclays Bank PLC

“It’s a threat if you sit on your 

hands and believe the world of 

financial services isn’t changing”.
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BY SIMON FARRELL

On 16 February, the secretary of state for Scotland told members 

of the British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) why 

Japan is a major UK market and that nothing would stop Brexit. 

He also dismissed the likelihood of another referendum for Scottish 

independence from the UK, saying that the 2014 vote was “a once-in-a-

generation event.” 

After being introduced by British Ambassador to Japan Paul Madden CMG, 

David Mundell MP, a member of UK Prime Minister Theresa May’s 

cabinet, introduced highlights of the historical and modern Scotland–

Japan business and cultural relationship. 

Speaking at the British Embassy Tokyo on his first trip to Japan, 

Mundell cited Thomas Glover, the Aberdeen businessman who had 

been based in Nagasaki Prefecture and helped establish beverage maker 

Kirin Company, Limited, and the Mitsubishi group of firms. 

Mundell also praised Rita and Masataka Taketsuru, 

who met and married in Scotland. In 1934, Masataka 

founded Nikka Whisky in Hokkaido.

Bound together

The member of parliament for Dumfriesshire, 

Clydesdale and Tweeddale was keen to emphasise 

two-way trade and skills. He told the audience: 

“Japan is well known for its engineering expertise, 

which I appreciate in helping to produce one of the 

most famous works of engineering in Scotland, the 

Forth Rail Bridge. Kaichi Watanabe was the chief 

foreman on the construction of that bridge [in the 

STRONG BONDS

What does Brexit mean for Scotland, the UK and Japan?

late 1880s]”. Those connections, Mundell said, bridge that time and the 

modern day. 

He then spoke about the education sector’s valuable boosting of 

bilateral understanding in culture and business. Mentioning the British 

School in Tokyo, he added: “Students from Japan have studied at Scottish 

and [other] UK universities, through UK government programmes such 

as the Chevening Scholarship programme. 

“These connections that bind us have always been immensely valuable 

to us, and in the coming years they will become more valuable still”.

Freedom and energy

Turning to Brexit, he said: “As you know, the UK is leaving the EU. The 

vote was very clear, and we will deliver on it. But it was not a vote to 

turn inwards and to turn our backs on the world. In fact, I see it as the 

opposite. As we leave the EU, we have the chance to 

change that, and I do believe that the years ahead 

now offer global opportunities we could never have 

taken as a member of the EU”. 

The Scottish Government, however, claims Brexit 

will significantly weaken its economy and result in 

lower economic growth and incomes. According to its 

Scotland’s Place in Europe: People, Jobs and Investment 

report published in January, “A Brexit which results 

in the UK being outside the European Single Market 

and Customs Union will have the most damaging 

consequences for Scotland”. It warns that a no-deal 

Brexit could cost Scotland’s economy £12.7bn a year.

BCCJ EVENT

Thomas Glover—Aberdeen and Nagasaki

David Mundell, secretary of state for Scotland 
PHOTO: BRITISH EMBASSY TOKYO
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Mundell acknowledged that EU members are the UK’s closest 

neighbours, as well as key trade and security partners. “That’s why we 

want a deep and special partnership with the EU”. 

In a nod to the global trade deals the UK benefits from as an EU 

member, he added: “That’s why we are taking domestic legislation 

through Parliament at the moment to enable us to transition the terms 

of those deals and preserve the non-tariff elements of existing trade 

arrangements, as part of our plans to ensure an orderly Brexit.

“But once we are outside the EU, we can look to trade around the 

world with more freedom and more energy, to open up new markets, 

and to strengthen the links we already have with friends like you, here 

in Japan”. 

On protectionism, he said: “We will stand tall as a beacon of free 

trade, proud that we look to the rest of the world and see opportunity, 

not threat”. 

To achieve this, though, UK laws must be firm and enforced. “As we 

leave the EU, we will need to repatriate powers held by the EU. Many 

of these powers are over areas of policy which are now devolved to the 

Scottish Parliament”.

Stronger union

Mundell—the first Conservative Party cabinet minister who is openly 

gay, having come out in January 2016—claimed another historical first: 

“I was honoured to be part of the first intake of members of the Scottish 

Parliament, where I served until my election to Westminster in 2005. In 

fact, I asked the first-ever question in the Scottish Parliament; a small 

historical footnote that I am still proud of today.

“Now, 20 years later, devolution has shown 

its worth. It is so completely a part of how the UK 

operates that it is hard to believe it is, in consti-

tutional terms, still so young. And I am very clear 

that, as we leave the EU, we must use Brexit to 

strengthen devolution and the union [between 

the UK’s constituent countries]. We will deliver the 

best possible outcome for people in Scotland, and 

the whole of the United Kingdom”. 

No limits

Referring to Prime Ministers May and Shinzo Abe’s issuing of the Japan-

UK Joint Declaration on Prosperity Cooperation, he explained: “In that 

declaration, they recognised the strong and growing trade and investment 

relationship, and the benefits this provides for both of our countries. This 

cooperation will include championing free trade across the globe, improving 

market access and enhancing that trade and investment relationship”.

Calling the potential of post-Brexit bilateral trade “significant”, he said: 

“Scotland’s exports to Japan were worth almost £500mn in 2016. That is an 

increase of almost 11% on 2015 figures. And if we support businesses to 

keep this level of growth up, we could see exports increase even further.

“To note a few, Japan is the largest market for Harris Tweed outside of 

the UK. And Peak Scientific supply specialist gas generation for research 

in Japan”. 

Returning to the two-way nature of this trade and investment, 

he said: “Japan is the leading Asian investor in Scotland, with 85 

companies employing over 6,000 people, with a turnover of almost £1.5 

bn. These companies include Nikon Corporation and Reprocell Inc., 

who I have engaged with on this visit. Recently I was welcomed at the 

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation facility in Livingston, near Edinburgh”.

He insisted that leaving the EU represents an unprecedented 

opportunity for the UK and Scotland.

“We want to build a truly global Britain that is one of the firmest 

advocates of free trade anywhere in the world, working with partners 

old and new”. 

In conclusion, he said: “There is no ceiling to what we can achieve 

together—on education, health, trade and investment. We are open for 

business. Be ambitious, be bold, and seize the 

opportunities that lie ahead of us”. 

Finally, he put forward a strong case for 

the UK Department for International Trade 

which was created by Prime Minister May in 

2016, shortly after the UK voted to leave the EU. 

“[The department is] dedicated to championing 

free trade, promoting trading opportunities, and 

facilitating finance”. 

“Japan is the leading Asian 

investor in Scotland, with 

85 companies employing 

over 6,000 people, with a 

turnover of almost £1.5 bn”.

Fiona Hyslop, cabinet secretary for culture, tourism and external affairs at the Scottish Government, visits Livingston, near Edinburgh, in January. • PHOTO: SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT
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From the very outset, a critical component 

of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s much-

vaunted Abenomics agenda has been 

wage increases that would in turn lead to 

greater consumption by the population and 

give the overall economy a significant boost. 

Given Japan’s shrinking population and, hence, 

contracting pool of workers, it was a reasonable 

assumption that firms would be willing to pay 

more to secure the most talented and capable 

employees and raise the wages of staff already 

under contract to stop them looking elsewhere 

for better-paid opportunities.

That has not, however, come to pass.

Sluggish pay

The national economy might have recorded 

its eighth straight quarter of growth between 

October and December—its longest period of 

uninterrupted expansion in 30 years—yet firms 

remain cautious about passing on the positives 

to their workforce.

The wages of Japanese workers contracted 

in December, falling at the fastest pace in five 

months, in spite of the government cajoling 

corporations to raise wages by at least 3% this 

year. Data from the Ministry of Labour, Health 

and Welfare showed that real wages, adjusted 

for inflation, were down 0.5% in December from 

the same period one year earlier.

For the whole of calendar 2017, real wages 

fell 0.2%, a turnaround from the 0.7% growth in 

the previous year.

And, across the Japanese labour market, the 

outlook is not particularly rosy. In a monthly 

wages survey released in February, Reuters said 

that fewer than half of the nation’s firms said 

they plan to raise wages, but intend to limit the 

increases to about 2%.

“Despite growing labour shortages, pay in-

creases remain sluggish for professionals who stay 

at the same firm”, said David Swan, managing di-

rector of Robert Walters Japan K.K. “This situation 

can be attributed in part to the lack of significant 

resistance or discomfort among workers toward 

this degree of stagnation, as they have grown 

accustomed to an absence of price increases 

resulting from more than 20 years of deflation.

“The cautious stance of firms towards raising 

personnel expenses and seniority-type wage 

structures at traditional Japanese firms is also 

a factor”.

More than money

The Japanese labour market also faces some 

unique challenges, points out Richard King, 

senior managing director for Michael Page 

International Japan K.K.

“Relative to all other industrial nations, Japan 

has the greatest candidate shortage, and so it 

may be reasonable to expect faster wage growth 

than we have seen due to this supply–demand 

imbalance”, he said. “However, relative to many 

other countries, Japanese candidates place 

a greater emphasis on factors other than just 

salary when considering a change in positions.

“Many Japanese employees place greater 

importance, for example, on company stability 

and job security, as well as longer term career 

prospects”.

Foreign influence

Yet there are clearly some bright spots for wage 

growth on the horizon in Japan, with analysts 

pointing to strong demand for candidates with 

desirable skill sets—including, significantly, 

English-language skills—as domestic firms 

increasingly look to overseas markets for new 

opportunities, and foreign firms seek a higher 

profile in Japan.

“The firms that continue to shun wage 

growth as a new reality will be the ones who 

find themselves with a severe brain drain, as 

other companies who are more willing to play 

ball lure workers away with better wages and 

benefits”, said Adam German, vice president of 

business development at Housing Japan K.K. 

“This year will be the one that Japanese firms 

buckle against the pressure to raise wages. Once 

the private sector ensures wages will stay higher 

than targeted inflation, then 2018 will be the 

year historians can point to and credit to it the 

beginning of sustained economic growth”.

HR

Paying a premium
Wages in Japan fail to grow,  

despite boost from foreign firms
BY JULIAN RYALL

“This year will be the 

one that Japanese firms 

buckle against the 

pressure to raise wages”. 

Richard King, senior 
managing director 
at Michael Page 
International Japan K.K.

David Swan,  
managing director of 
Robert Walters Japan K.K.
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Arguably, it is Chinese technology giant 

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. that has taken 

the lead in driving salaries after it opened a 

new research facility in Shinagawa, Tokyo. 

The Nikkei Asian Review in November quoted 

the head of a recruitment firm as saying that 

Huawei selected Shinagawa as it is also a hub for 

a number of large Japanese tech firms—notably 

Sony Corporation, Canon Inc. and Toshiba 

Corporation—and that it swiftly set about 

poaching some of their top engineers with offers 

of substantially higher wages than they were 

earning at their Japanese firms.

The recruitment executive suggested that 

annual salaries at Huawei were hitting ¥30mn, 

with even new graduates able to command 

wages of ¥400,000 per month. In comparison, 

Sony is reportedly offering ¥281,000.

“I do not think that is unusual and I believe 

we will see more of the same going forward 

because good engineers are in high demand 

and very short supply at the moment, while 

Chinese firms are being more aggressive about 

going global”, said Vijay Deol, managing director 

of en world Japan K.K.

And Deol is particularly upbeat about the 

demand for capable individuals with English skills.

“There is a limited talent pool and anyone 

who ticks all the right boxes is going to receive 

multiple offers, which serves to drive wages 

in the sectors in which we specialise”, he said, 

although he points out that will not translate to 

growth in the majority of jobs in Japan, which 

primarily fall into the unskilled, semi-skilled or 

part-time brackets.

When it comes to the other end of the spectrum, 

however, Deol estimates that an English-speaking 

candidate joining a foreign firm here can expect 

to earn a 20% premium when changing jobs over 

an employee without the languages skills.

Matt Nicholls, managing director of RGF HR 

Agent Japan, suggests that premium might even 

be as high as 25% in some sectors, with some firms 

required to pay more simply because there are not 

enough qualified candidates in circulation.

“Contract research organisations within the 

healthcare bracket continued to pay over the odds”, 

he said. “It is a growth sector that does not have 

a great reputation, so salary levels are designed 

to compensate for that in order to attract talent”.

Premium skills

A number of firms are also “making more attempts 

to attract skilled professionals by offering work-style 

initiatives”, said Swan, “such as remote working, 

training or reskilling programmes and reformed 

assessment standards.

“These types of initiatives should see further 

expansion in 2018 and beyond”, he added.

Analysis of the Japanese market, detailed 

in the Robert Walters’ Salary Survey 2018 

shows a number of new trends emerging as a 

result of recent advances in globalisation and 

technological innovation.

“Traditional business areas have begun adding 

new specialty skills to hiring conditions, such 

as automotive firms and other manufacturers’ 

employment of mechatronics engineers 

who possess both electrical and mechanical 

engineering skills”, Swan said.

“Demand is also growing for professionals 

with strategic decision-making skills who can 

identify and solve issues in order to contribute 

to organisational and business growth, such as 

human resource business partners, financial 

planning and analysis personnel, and data 

analysts in commercial and financial services”.

As a consequence, while Tokyo’s effective job 

openings-to-applicants ratio is slightly above 

two to one, the “especially strong demand for 

positions requiring these highly specialised 

skills, and positions in new fields are reflected 

by a ratio of between four and five to one”.

King says his specialist recruitment firm 

is also seeing demand in “specialist or niche 

roles in foreign healthcare and life sciences 

organisations, as well as technology and 

engineering roles in tech firms”.

The Michael Page Japan Salary Benchmark 2018 

says candidates in the healthcare and life sciences 

can anticipate a 20% wage premium, while those 

in the legal sector could command a 25% increase. 

Premiums in the accounting and finance, office 

support, sales, and supply chain sectors were a 

more moderate 6% to 10%.

“Foreign firms will typically offer higher 

salaries for similar positions at Japanese 

firms, which is sometimes due to foreign firms 

requiring a higher level of English language 

ability and the shortage of quality, bilingual 

Japanese being so extreme”, said King.

“Expats in senior roles here are often paid 

more highly—and receive a wider range of 

benefits, such as support with housing and 

school fees—than locals in senior positions, 

although the demand for expats in Japan is very 

low because a large proportion of expats in 

senior roles have been transferred into Japan by 

their parent company”, he pointed out.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the Japanese 

economy is on the rise and that wages for people 

with the right skills are similarly climbing. If that 

means more firms such as Huawei continue to pay 

over the going rate to secure top talent, then their 

competitors are going to have to follow suit. 

Vijay Deol,  
managing director of 
en world Japan K.K.

Adam German, vice 
president of business 
development at 
Housing Japan K.K.
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Samuel Alexander was lying in a Kyoto 

capsule hotel chamber when the idea for 

KiD came to him. It would be a high-quality 

fashion brand, but it would be far more than 

that; KiD would also be ethical, collaborative, 

young-at-heart and, in the future, it would extend 

a helping hand to up-and-coming designers 

seeking their first foothold in the sector.

“I was so excited at the concept that I just 

couldn’t sleep”, 28-year-old Alexander told 

BCCJ ACUMEN. “I opened my notebook and 

started sketching out designs and ideas of where 

I wanted to go”.

Four years later, KiD is evolving into an 

exciting new brand that Alexander says is 

appropriately grown up.

“KiD was always about bringing together 

British style with Japanese quality and crafts-

manship, and I think I have done that through 

a series of collections of tote bags, clutches and 

rucksacks in the last couple of years”, he said.

“KiD was cute, but I think I have outgrown it 

now and it is not so relevant for me as a designer 

any more”, he explained—although Alexander 

emphasises that he fully intends to keep the 

UK–Japan collaboration intact.

“I am now more proud of what I can do—I 

think the designs are more fully realised—and”, 

he added, “I thought it was time we moved on 

from that image”.

The new brand—Samuel Alexander—

launches on his birthday in early April.

Starting out

Originally from Southampton, Alexander 

did a four-year degree in fashion design and 

development at the London College of Fashion, 

part of the University of the Arts London. But 

he was deeply disappointed by an internship 

that was meant to give him a taste of the 

fashion industry.

Being diplomatic, he won’t name the 

firm at which he interned. Yet the experience 

has helped shape his philosophy and was 

instrumental in the development of KiD.

“At its core,” he noted, “KiD was about not 

dismissing young designers who are just starting 

out. There are a lot of very good young designers 

with some wonderful ideas, and the industry 

needs to respect all opinions”.

Alexander paid his first visit to Japan in the 

spring of 2011, acting on a long-held fascination 

with the country.

“As a child, I was always interested in Japan 

and played video games and watched anime on 

television, so I guess you could say I have been a 

bit obsessed since I was very young”, he said.

SME

SKETCHING OUT
How Samuel Alexander is bringing  

youthful energy to UK–Japan fashion
BY JULIAN RYALL

Samuel Alexander, founder of KiD
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Meanwhile, teaching at a Tokyo language 

school gave him the financial security to start 

KiD, with his early focus on collections of bags.

“I initially wanted to work with knitwear 

because I love wool, but it’s very expensive to 

set up, so I started with something that is more 

manageable”, he offered.

After mapping out a series of designs for his 

first collection and then laboriously stitching 

them together, Alexander found a Japanese 

craftsman—Kazufumi Koike—with more 

than 30 years of experience in using Japanese 

materials and techniques to create top-notch 

bags and accessories.

“I believe it is a really good blend of British 

design with Japanese quality, while also going 

some way to supporting traditional skills that are 

dying out here”, he added, explaining that, unlike 

products that are mass-produced in a factory, 

designs for the KiD label—and now Samuel 

Alexander—are developed, improved and evolved 

through a dialogue between the designer and the 

craftsman. And that brand story gives customers a 

special attachment to their purchase.

Young and bright

Alexander’s most recent collection incorporated 

corduroy, a quintessentially English fabric. He 

has also used tweed and moleskin in his designs.

Currently, he is branching out into other 

types of clothing, such as a trench coat, and is 

keen to work as much colour as possible into 

his future creations, if only to get away from 

the monotony of the colours to be found on 

Japanese commuter trains.

“There is this image of Japan being all neon 

and bright colours. But in reality, it is quite con-

servative, and I do want to add a dash of colour 

to the city”, he said.

“I have so many ideas that I want to explore, 

but I don’t always have the time—or money—to 

put into them, and that is torture for a creative 

person like me”, he explained.

Further afield

Customers to date come from all age groups, 

with Japanese buyers attracted by the combina-

tion of British design and Japanese craftsman-

ship, as well as price points that are very 

reasonable in comparison with those of similar 

products being sold in boutiques or department 

stores. Alexander’s website has also caught the 

attention of buyers from as far away as Dubai, 

New York, the UK and New Zealand, while a 

department store in Okinawa has been selling 

a selection of his bags since last year.

“I wanted KiD to grow into a role model for 

young people in the design and fashion world, 

to show to them that even though the industry 

might not always give them respect because 

they are not perceived as having enough 

experience, KiD will demonstrate that they 

can succeed if they are willing to work hard”, 

Alexander said.

“And now I am working with a team where 

one person is overseeing sales and promotion 

efforts and another colleague is in charge 

of marketing, which frees up my time to 

design for the new Samuel Alexander brand”, 

he added. 

“I wanted KiD 

to grow into a 

role model for 

young people in 

the design and 

fashion world”.

Kazufumi Koike—30-year veteran
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BILATERAL BRANDS
Dazzling UK women’s fashion  
at the British Embassy Tokyo
BY MAXINE CHEYNEY
PHOTOS: CUSTOM MEDIA

Determined as ever to promote the Fashion is GREAT campaign, the 

British Embassy Tokyo hosted a women’s fashion showcase of UK 

designers for members of the fashion industry and the media. The 

1 February showing of the collection—creations offered by the 19 participating 

designers—represented but a few of the many British brands available 

in Tokyo. 

BCCJ ACUMEN spoke to Kae Miyazawa, senior trade advisor for consumer 

and retail at the embassy, who explained that the show was triggered by a 

survey taken last year of 1,000 Japanese female consumers—including those 

in their teens through to those in their 40s—to understand the perception of 

British women’s fashion.

“The survey showed that British women’s fashion was still not fully under-

stood in terms of features and the diversity on offer from luxury items to afforda-

ble, yet edgy high-street fashion”, she said.

Best of British

While three rooms of the Ambassador’s Residence showcased the best of the 

brands’ products, models strutted the hallways as guests sipped sparkling 

wine and marvelled at the glamour and quality.

Two dresses and a trouser and sweater combination highlighted Ted Baker’s 

elegant designs, which contrasted pleasantly with Hunter’s country-themed attire.

Although identifiably British, the clothing had a Japanese twist designed 

to appeal to the discerning Japan market. As a representative of Hunter’s 

explained, designs loved by the British—such as a typical pair of Wellington 

boots—need to be adjusted to suit Japanese tastes.

The sentiment was echoed by other brands. Fred Perry, which has its 

largest shop in the capital’s Omotesando district, had some Tokyo limited 

editions on display. Here the twist on British women’s fashion was noticea-

ble: more loosely draped skirts and fewer sporty designs.

Miyazawa noted that patience, good relationships and staying true 

to your brand—all the while listening to your customer—are key in the 

Japan market.

“There are some particular issues with the Japanese market, such as 

quality and sizing”, she said. “I suggest you listen to what the Japan side tells 

you, but not to try doing everything as you may lose your originality”.

Originating in a small Suffolk village, outfitter Lavenham creates jackets 

that convey a quintessential British country feeling. The firm’s roots are in 

the manufacture of horse blankets, some of which have been designed for 

use by the reigning monarch. It was not long before the makers recognised 

the need for light, durable, heat-retaining coats, some of which were on show 

at the embassy. Meanwhile, Daks, founded in 1894 and currently owned by 
Bags by Anya Hindmarch
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Sankyo Seiko Co., Ltd., provided some of its neutral-toned clothes and 

high-end accessories to entice buyers. 

Also taking pride of place were some pieces of distinctly British jewellery. 

These included Alex Monroe’s Beauty and the Beast-themed items and 

Backes & Strauss glittering, classic timepieces. Then, standing out from the 

colourful leather items on display were several Radley London Handbags, 

each with their signature dog logo.

Belstaff—maker of leather jackets and one of the first firms to use waxed 

cotton to make waterproof apparel for motorcyclists—displayed some of 

its jackets, which proved that, even in fashionable Tokyo, British designs 

need not forfeit their edgy look. And for those who might wish to brave 

the elements with style, Mackintosh provided a selection of coats.

The presentation would not have been complete without Japan 

favourites Vivienne Westwood, Burberry, high street brand AllSaints, 

Ted Baker and accessories by designer Anya Hindmarch. There were also 

items by Aquascutum (which has proudly dressed the likes of former 

Prime Ministers Margaret Thatcher and John Major KG CH), Gloverall, 

GOAT and Robinson Pelham.

Private view

“The event was a great success showcasing the latest collections of 19 

leading British fashion brands to more than 150 high-profile business 

and celebrity guests”, said Miyazawa. “The event received great media 

coverage from the Nikkei and WWD Japan, and began to generate a buzz 

on social media through the invited influencers sharing their live 

experience of the showcase”.

In addition, the showcase was filmed in 360 degrees by the British 

firm 360events.

“This content will be launched on 20 and 21 March to a consumer 

audience at Shibuya Hikarie 8F COURT as part of Amazon Fashion Week 

Tokyo, giving the public the chance to experience the event themselves 

and buy the products online”, she added. 

Clothes by Vivienne Westwood Jewellery by Alex Monroe

Clothes from a variety of designers filled the Ambassador’s Residence.
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Tell us about RGF Professional Recruitment Japan?

We deliberately have very broad coverage, dealing with positions 

from staff level to management across all industry sectors and job 

functions. RGF Professional is predominantly a database-driven 

recruitment business. We have access to the largest candidate 

database in Japan and can respond to any client need rapidly 

with unique, high-quality candidates. Our consultants operate 

under a 360-degree model that allows us to provide an extremely 

consultative service to both candidates and clients.

 

What impact will the new branding have on business?

Unlike CDS, for us it’s pretty minimal. Our name changes from 

RGF HR Agent Japan to RGF Professional Recruitment Japan. What 

I like about the new branding is that it brings all our offices in 

Asia together under the RGF banner. I think this helps underline 

the power of the group as a whole and makes our position as the 

number-one recruitment firm in Asia much clearer.

 

What are the advantages of being part of the Recruit Group?

The brand is instantly recognisable in Japan. We’ve found that there 

are many bilingual Japanese candidates who, for whatever reason, 

only trust their career and personal information to a Japanese 

recruitment firm. By the same token, they would like to work 

for an international business. From this perspective, the Recruit 

brand allows us to access unique, high-quality candidates that our 

competitors cannot. On the candidate side, the resources at our 

disposal mean we can work with all the leading firms in Tokyo—so, 

whatever the candidate’s requirements, we can usually find the 

perfect match. Finally, from an internal perspective, it’s a brand that 

people want to work for. Our internal talent-acquisition team has 

never been busier!

 

What are your goals for this year?

RGF Professional Recruitment Japan has quadrupled in size over 

the past two years. This is due to a combination of the factors listed 

above. While we can’t sustain that level of growth forever, we still 

have aggressive plans for 2018. The key targets for us are to continue 

to provide our clients with high-level, exclusive candidates and to 

give those candidates the opportunity to work for some of the best 

firms in the world. 

MATT NICHOLLS

Managing Director – RGF Professional Recruitment Japan

The market for bilingual professionals in Japan continues to thrive, with 

demand for candidates at an all-time high. 

In this climate, two businesses serving the sector as the bilingual arms of 

Japanese recruitment giant Recruit Group are rebranding. On 1 April, CDS 

will become RGF Executive Search Japan, while RGF HR Agent Japan will 

become RGF Professional Recruitment Japan. These changes are meant 

to clarify the firms’ positions in the market and their service offerings for 

clients and candidates in Japan and throughout Asia.

 CDS (CDSi K.K.): 03-4550-6980
 www.cds-consulting.com/

RGF HR Agent: 03-6422-4400
 www.rgf-hragent.asia/japan

PUBLICITY
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Tell us about RGF Executive Search Japan?

We are predominantly an executive search firm accepting client 

mandates to place mid- and senior-level bilingual talent into their 

Japan-based operations. RGF Executive Search Japan will continue 

in the footsteps of CDS. As the name implies, we are search-

focused, involving market mapping, research and headhunting for a 

particular requirement.

The firm’s strength lies in its bespoke in-house research 

capabilities coupled with the market knowledge and extensive, 

hands-on experience of its consultants. Our team members have 

an average of 9.5 years in the industry—well above the level of 

our competitors.

 

What impact will the new branding have on business?

Of course, we have a sentimental and emotional connection to 

the CDS brand that has served us so well over the past 20 years. 

But now feels like the right time to adopt a more connected brand 

strategy throughout Asia—and ultimately globally. In this way, we 

can experience the benefits and leverage the strengths of the whole 

Recruit Group both in Japan and across borders.

The rebranding is part of an Asia-wide integration, designed to 

unify various firms that the Recruit Group has acquired over the 

years under its global RGF brand. There are 45 RGF offices in 26 

cities, covering 11 countries and markets.

For clients who are multinationals and work across various 

geographies in Asia, the new branding will make it much clearer 

what our organisation is and the fact that the brand they’ve learned 

to trust in other markets is actually the same one they have locally. 

Today, someone who works with, for example, RGF Executive 

Search Singapore, may have no idea that CDS is effectively the 

same business in Japan, with the same ownership and the same 

service offering.

 

What are the advantages of being part of the Recruit Group?

Being part of the number-one recruiting firm in Japan—the fourth-

largest globally—brings instant credibility and trust from clients, 

candidates and prospective employees alike. The wide range of 

business services we offer and the prime-time exposure they enjoy 

deliver visibility and recognition far beyond the capabilities of any 

single operating unit. That is a huge advantage over our competitors.

Other major strengths are our robust network of executive and 

specialist personnel and our extensive database of bilingual talent 

in Asia. We have cultivated this together with the firms Recruit has 

acquired over the course of 20-plus years, and will continue to grow 

our 1,300-plus-strong workforce covering international recruitment 

as we strive to deliver even-higher-quality recruitment services to 

firms and jobseekers in Asia.

 

What are your goals for this year?

A key principle in CDS’s history—particularly since acquisition 

by Recruit in 2008—has been “Responsible Growth”. This means 

that growth must be both sustainable and profitable. The goals 

for 2018 and beyond are clear: we are investing in new facilities to 

allow further responsible growth and must continue to execute our 

business plan successfully and deliver against the promises we make 

to our shareholders, clients, candidates and employees.

This year will also see us celebrate our 20th anniversary with 

staff, colleagues and friends. It’s a truly impressive milestone. The 

founders and all employees can be proud of what their firm has 

achieved, how far it has come and the potential for how far it can 

still develop and grow. We have some fantastic events planned to 

celebrate and create excitement in the market. 

STRUAN MCKAY

CEO – RGF Executive Search Japan

PUBLICITY
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Navigating the complex waters of 

Japanese law can be daunting. If you 

are a global corporation operating 

in Japan, it can seem as though there are rigid 

rules but few alternatives when it comes to 

your legal needs. Vanguard Lawyers Tokyo 

offers multinational clients creative solutions 

together with proactive and practical Japanese 

legal advice.

“We wanted to set up a boutique firm that 

focuses on providing high-quality Japanese legal 

advice to global firms with operations in Japan”, 

said Akiko Yamakawa, a partner at Vanguard.

The firm is the result of an amicable spin 

off from the Tokyo office of global law firm 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer. Yamakawa 

joined Freshfields in 2000, preceded by Naoki 

Kinami in 1998 and Kazuki Okada in 1999, who 

are both partners at Vanguard. At the time, 

there was plenty of inbound work but, when the 

global financial crisis hit, the focus changed.

“The employment practice, the domestic 

disputes and investigations practice and the 

financial regulatory practice continued to 

focus on inbound work, whereas Freshfields 

globally—and the Tokyo office—started to focus 

more on outbound work, which I think was the 

right strategy for Freshfields Tokyo, as a global 

firm”, said Yamakawa. “But for those of us doing 

inbound, we lost the synergy with the rest of 

the office”.

Vanguard was founded in September 2017 

by the aforementioned partners. Each of them 

is highly ranked in their respective practice 

areas in widely circulated international legal 

directories. The firm focuses primarily on non-

Japanese clients.

The practice

The firm’s expertise lies in three niche and 

highly specialised areas: domestic disputes 

and investigations, employment practice and 

financial regulatory practice. And it is in these 

areas that Vanguard believes global firms will be 

looking for highly specialised lawyers.

One issue many non-Japanese firms face 

is trying to adapt global practices to Japan, 

and often such clients are turned down by 

Japanese lawyers. Vanguard, meanwhile, 

focuses on finding creative ways to maintain the 

global practices of multinational corporations 

while matching their needs to the regulatory 

environment in Japan.

“They want us to be creative, proactive and 

solution oriented, which is different to normal 

lawyers in Japan”, Yamakawa said. 

Kinami added, “We are aiming at high-

quality legal advice, and we will not do 

labour-intensive Japanese legal advice, such 

as corporate due diligence. Those three areas 

are the ones where we can provide that service 

without the usual Japanese practices”. 

With the employment practice well 

established, the firm now hopes to expand its 

domestic disputes and investigations practice, 

including the types of disputes it handles and its 

client base. “Actually, half of my work is general 

commercial disputes, such as representing 

financial institutions in disputes relating to 

complex financial instruments”, said Okada. In 

addition, the firm is looking to start a new team 

on the financial regulatory side. 

“Within the first three years we want to grow 

to about 10 lawyers, which is double our size 

now, and after that it depends on the market”, 

Yamakawa explained.

The firm is also focused on ensuring a good 

work–life balance, a notorious problem within 

the legal profession. “We want to be more 

creative around work styles in the office. We 

want to focus on the best quality of work and 

best quality of life”, said Okada.

Wider issues

When it comes to Japanese litigation and 

investigations, it is very different from common 

law jurisdictions. In fact, there is no privilege 

or discovery, and there is no jury system in civil 

litigation. Language is another factor that needs 

to be taken into account, along with Japanese 

cultural norms. 

The employment system, which traditionally 

is for life or for the long term, means termination 

is very difficult. For foreign firms that are used to 

adopting a hiring and firing approach in other 

countries might think that it is not possible 

in Japan as it is not typically practiced in the 

country, but it can still be done, Yamakawa noted.

“On the employment side, Japanese 

employment law is very different from European 

or American law, so we see there is quite a lot of 

need for advice in that area”, she said. 

And when it comes to regulations, the 

approach is totally different again.

“Japanese lawyers tend to look at the 

regulation and text very closely, often short-

sightedly—what you can and cannot do—

and that is the end of the advice. But what 

I am trying to do is look at the regulatory 

environment, the requirements and take a 

multi-angle approach based on the client’s 

needs and then help them decide what direction 

to take”, Kinami explained. 

PUBLICITY

NEW GROUND

Meeting the legal needs of foreign business in Japan
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The A-List of Recruitment

C.C. Consulting Co., Ltd

Jinbocho Mitsui Bldg. 15F

1-105 Kanda Jinbocho

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0051

Martin Gistren

03-5217-3900

martin.gistren@careercross.com

www.careercross.com

CareerCross is one of the leading online job boards for bilingual candidates, serving the 

Japan-focused global business community. We combine the power of modern internet 

technologies, simple interfaces and proactive marketing to ensure top-level service.

Here at RGF Japan, we take pride in being the bilingual and global arm of Japan’s 

leading recruitment firm.

The Recruit brand name allows us to attract the best bilingual Japanese candidates 

on the market and helps us forge long-lasting relationships with market-leading clients.

Our challenge is to harness the incredible resources we have at our disposal and give 

our clients access to the best candidates on the market. We want our clients to feel a 

tangible difference in the level of quality we can deliver compared to our competitors.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

RGF Japan covers all functional specialisms and industry sectors, from mid-career to 

senior positions. We have a track record of supplying talent to leading international 

and domestic firms in Japan.

RGF HR Agent Japan

Ebisu East Building 2F

1-13-7 Hiroo

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0012

Matt Nicholls, managing director

03-6422-4400

m-nicholls@rgf-hragent.jp

www.rgf-hragent.jp

Robert Walters is one of the world’s leading specialist professional recruitment 

consultancies for permanent and contract recruitment.

Robert Walters Japan possesses the distinct advantages of size and a proven track 

record, allowing you to tap into an unparalleled global network that enables clients and 

candidates to come together in the most efficient and productive way possible.

Our Tokyo and Osaka-based offices are active in building integrated partnerships with 

clients and bilingual professionals. We consistently deliver the most relevant match of 

skills and culture—our ultimate goal.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Accountancy & finance

• Banking & financial services

• Legal

• Compliance & risk

• Engineering

• Chemical

• Automotive

• Manufacturing & components

• Energy & infrastructure

• General management & consultancy

• Human resources

• IT & online

• Sales & marketing

• Retail

• Luxury & consumer goods

• Healthcare

• Supply chain

• Logistics

Robert Walters Japan K.K.

Shibuya Minami Tokyu Bldg. 14F  

3-12-18 Shibuya  

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0002

David Swan, managing director

03-4570-1500

info@robertwalters.co.jp

www.robertwalters.co.jp
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Happy Birthday, BCCJ!
It’s our Platinum jubilee (1948-2018): Part II
BY SIMON FARRELL

70 
YEARS

T his is the second in our series on the 

rich and varied history of the British 

Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ). 

Each issue this year will celebrate specific 

chapters, milestones, sectors and people 

fundamental to the BCCJ during the 70 years 

since it was formed. 

While today’s BCCJ is resolutely focused 

on the future and key modern issues—such as 

bilateral ties, business, innovation, diversity, 

equality, governance and culture—it equally 

values its remarkable achievements and 

fascinating heritage.

Since the middle of 2017, we have searched for 

records of the people and events behind the BCCJ. 

Unfortunately, we soon learnt that important 

official papers, which could have shed light on this 

subject, had mysteriously vanished from the BCCJ 

office several decades ago. We are still looking.

The untimely death in December 2017 of the 

BCCJ’s longest-serving executive director, Ian 

de Stains OBE, further set back this challenging 

project, as he had been set to play a key role in 

producing the series.

However, we resume with the second in a two-

part introduction to the BCCJ written by de Stains 

and commissioned by former British Ambassador 

to Japan (1980–1984) Sir Hugh Cortazzi GCMG, for 

Britain & Japan: Biographical Portraits Volume X, 

which he compiled and edited. It was published 

in 2016 by Renaissance Books. 

I would like to sincerely thank Sir Hugh and 

the Japan Society in London, which owns the 

copyright, for generously granting us permission 

to reproduce this revealing essay, and for their 

valuable advice and keen support in our project. 

Greatest asset

In 1987, the BCCJ’s longest-serving employee 

and member, Operations Manager Sanae Samata, 

joined the BCCJ. She recalls: “There was no PC, 

so our executive director brought in his own 

machine from home so I could work on an 

internally produced directory of members”. 

Samata is certain about the chamber’s greatest 

strength today—the generosity of its members: 

“I think the volunteer spirit of our members, 

especially the contribution by the executive 

committee (Excom), is incredible. I have learnt 

such a lot from their attitude to service in 

the community”.

The 1990s were years of great expansion. Under 

the editorial leadership of the executive director, 

the chamber produced a number of publications 

such as Japan Posting, Human Resources in Japan, 

Research and Development in Japan, Seihinka and 

Gaijin Scientist (also a commercial publication 

in Japanese translation). These were the result 

of such chamber initiatives as the Science and 

Technology Action Group (STAG) and the Small 

and Medium Business Initiative (SAMBI). At the 

time, the chamber also issued a journal, Insight, 

which was produced in-house. 

The London Club, later renamed the UK Kai, 

was formed to involve more Japanese members. 

The late Sukeyoshi Yamamoto OBE, of NSK Ltd., 

was the first Japanese to be invited to join 

Excom. On his election, he said, “I thought 

about my contribution and decided to prepare 

a monthly economic report from the perspective 

of the manufacturing sector”. Yamamoto 

served from 2000 to 2012 and rarely missed a 

monthly meeting.

Michael Heseltine CH PC, 
former president of the 
Board of Trade

Sukeyoshi Yamamoto OBE, 
the first Japanese member  
of the Executive Committee

Export support

As president of the Board of Trade in the early 

1990s, Michael Heseltine CH PC was determined 

to launch a major expansion of UK export 

promotion. In his department, the Department 

of Trade and Industry (DTI), Jane Owen headed 

the Exports to Japan Unit as successor to a series 

of former commercial diplomats at the British 

Embassy Tokyo.

The unit was originally set up in 1973 under 

Peter Wakefield as special adviser to the British 

Overseas Trade Board and Paul Dimond. The 

unit was the first specialist country office in 

the DTI charged with export promotion. It was 

staffed by specialists who had served in Tokyo, 

had undergone Foreign & Commonwealth Office 

Japanese language training and who could, 

from their experience, present credible help to 

potential exporters. (In 1993, the DTI estab lished 

a new Business in Europe programme, for which 

it drew, partly, on this model.)

In addition, and to assist with this, the DTI 

recruited business people who had worked in 

Japan. They were styled export promoters.

The chamber played a full and supportive role 

in the subsequent export promotion campaigns. 

The aim was not just to advertise the Japanese 

market to British exporters. It was also to help 

UK firms understand how engaging with Japan 

would make them more competitive, in terms of 

bench marking themselves against the highest 

standards of tech nological development and 

customer service.
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The British Industry Centre

Over time, the emphasis shifted from the general 

promotion of Japan in the UK to sector-specific 

initiatives, and to helping suitably qualified firms 

to invest in Japan.

A significant development was the establish–

ment, in 1997, of the British Industry Centre 

(BIC) in Yokohama. This initiative was designed 

to encourage British firms to set up and do busi-

ness in Japan, by helping to reduce set-up costs 

and potential difficulties.

The export promoter responsible for this was 

Mike Ingle MBE, then recently returned from four 

years in Japan with Sedgwick & Co Ltd. He was 

asked to look at the feasibility of an incubation 

centre in Japan that would enable firms to gain a 

foothold with the minimum of difficulty. 

Ingle explains: “At the beginning of this feas-

ibility study I spent much time assessing the 

demand by visiting British firms with a potential 

interest. In addition, I worked with the executive 

director of the BCCJ, the commercial department 

of our embassy in Tokyo and also the Japan 

External Trade Organization in London. I needed 

to find the most suitable location, estimated costs 

and sources of finance.

“I also needed to identify the support we would 

have from both countries long term. There proved 

to be a significant general interest in the idea.

“The first question was where the BIC should 

be located. The BCCJ was very helpful in providing 

guidance and we narrowed the location down to 

Yokohama, having considered various locations 

around Tokyo to be too expensive.

“One very important question remained. 

Who would administer the centre? I considered 

a number of possibilities, but the obvious 

answer really was the BCCJ. However, I was very 

conscious of their limited resources.

“Despite his heavy workload, the executive 

director visited the UK several times to help me 

promote the BIC to companies, urging them to 

seek the valuable opportunities and help them 

understand the Japanese business culture, and 

particularly the real benefits of having a physical 

presence there. He was a key speaker at some of 

our seminars and discussions and I valued his 

support enormously”. 

In January 1998, Prime Minister Tony Blair, 

the British Ambassador Sir David Wright, the 

mayor of Yokohama and the president of the 

chamber, Richard Neal OBE, formally opened 

the BIC in the Yokohama Business Park. Ingle 

commented: “The BIC attracted a huge amount 

of attention. Other countries wondered if they 

might emulate it. It was, without doubt a huge 

feather in the chamber’s cap”. 

The centre ran successfully for several years and 

played an important role in helping a number of 

small and medium-sized enterprises from the UK 

to establish themselves in the Japanese market. 

Business acumen

The year 2008 saw the chamber’s 60th anniversary— 

a significant milestone in Japanese society—and 

the occasion was marked by a gala evening, the 

British Business Awards (BBA), now an annual 

event that is arguably the high spot of the BCCJ’s 

busy events calendar. 

The 2009 BBA was to become the cover 

story for another new initiative: the launch 

of a new BCCJ magazine. Insight had been 

retired as the chamber focused, through 

the 1990s, on building an online presence 

and a website that was an early version 

of a content management system. But 

in the mid-2000s a small startup firm, 

Custom Media, approached the chamber 

with an idea, as publisher and BCCJ Excom 

member Simon Farrell explains:

“We proposed a bimonthly membership 

magazine and were invited to present our 

ideas to the Excom. I was pretty sceptical, 

but we were delighted to hear within an 

hour that they liked our business plan. With 

me as editor, the first issue was published in 

December with the BBA as the top story. 

“It was a bare-bones issue, with a 

marble BBA trophy decorating the cover. 

During the launch party at the British 

Embassy Tokyo, one joker loudly said, to 

much laughter, that the trophy on the cover 

resembled a Dubai skyscraper. We were 

crushed with embarrassment.

“The magazine has survived an earth-

quake and economic crises, but has 

since grown to a monthly 52-plus pages. 

BCCJ ACUMEN has become more of a 

life style, culture and arts magazine for the 

British community (and Anglophiles) in 

Japan than a simple business publication. It is 

now also distributed with the Financial Times 

and at UK and Japanese airports.

“We are indeed very grateful to the 

BCCJ for taking a risk with us and we look 

forward to many more years of publishing 

BCCJ ACUMEN”. 

Simon Farrell, 
founding publisher of 
BCCJ ACUMEN

BCCJ publications

The first issue  
of BCCJ ACUMEN

Strong network

The earthquake to which Farrell refers was of 

course that of 11 March 2011. It was followed 

by a devastating tsunami and the nuclear 

meltdown: a triple disaster that left vast areas 

of the Tohoku region in ruins. While this was 
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a prompt for many in the foreign community 

to leave Japan, the BCCJ, together with the 

British Embassy Tokyo, quickly acted to get out as 

much timely information as possible to members.

For Lori Henderson MBE, this was literally 

a baptism of fire. She had just been recruited to 

take over from the executive director, who was 

retiring after almost 25 years at the helm. As 

Henderson explains: “Immediately following 

the events of March 2011, the BCCJ established 

the Disaster Relief Forum, which brought 

together representatives from the public, 

private and civil sectors at the British Embassy 

Tokyo to share information and collaborate on 

finding solutions to help ease the awful human 

suffering that was occurring in Tohoku. 

“From the day following the disasters, 

one of our long-term friends, a non-profit 

organisation (NPO) leader in the field, was able 

to feed us information on what local people and 

communities really needed—water, sanitary 

products and so on. Some of our member firms 

had already written huge cheques to support 

international NPO activities (e.g., Red Cross 

disaster relief projects) in the area.

“Our strength came not from our financial 

reserves (we are also an NPO), but from our 

network—in Tohoku, Tokyo, throughout Japan 

and in the UK. People wanted to help.

“We were able to work swiftly to directly 

connect local communities in Tohoku with 

firms, organisations and individuals who could 

help deliver products and people to areas that 

needed them most. These were often areas 

that were not yet receiving media attention or 

‘formal’ support from the Japanese government.

“Immediately following the emergency 

relief phase of the March 2011 disasters, we 

went on to establish the Back to Business (B2B) 

Initiative for Tohoku. From as early as May of 

that year, local people were telling us that they 

were tired of saying thank you to volunteers and 

supporters, and simply wanted to feel a sense of 

normality returning to their daily lives”. 

Appetite to learn

In October 2014, the BCCJ signed an agreement 

with the British government to help UK firms secure 

opportunities related to the 2019 Rugby World Cup 

and the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

Under the agreement, the chamber joined a 

global network of British business groups around 

the world that are working in tandem with the 

government to support British exporters—those 

who are already operating in the Japan market and 

looking to expand, and those seeking to enter.

According to Henderson: “The initiative, 

which lasted for two years, helped us deepen 

relationships with Japanese organisations and 

firms. The October 2014 agreement was witnessed 

by invited guests from the Japan Association of 

Corporate Executives (Keizai Doyukai)—one of 

Japan’s leading national business associations.

“Subsequently, Japanese participation in BCCJ 

events has increased (from 18% to 35% year-on-

year growth [at the time the article appeared 

in Sir Hugh’s book, Britain & Japan.]) and our 

members are pleased to have regular chances 

to connect directly with C-suite representatives 

from Japanese multinational corporations. 

Current BCCJ President David Bickle calls it 

‘enriching our platform’ ”. 

Henderson believes there is clearly an appetite 

for Japanese and British businesses to work in 

tandem and exchange best practices on how 

to host three of the world’s largest sporting 

events in quick succession. On the back of the 

London 2012 Olympics and Paralympics and 

2015 Rugby World Cup, the BCCJ remains in the 

thick of the action, arranging events, workshops 

and “hackathons” in Tokyo, bringing together 

national and local governments and firms from 

both countries. 
Representatives from the British Chambers of Commerce and London Chamber of Commerce and Industry with BCCJ 
President David Bickle (second right) and then-BCCJ Executive Committee member Graham Davis (right) in October 2014.

Lori Henderson MBE, 
executive director of 
the BCCJ, in 2011 “The BIC attracted 

a huge amount 

of attention. 

Other countries 

wondered if they 

might emulate it”.

The British Industry Centre in Yokohama
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ARTS UK EVENTS IN JAPAN
COMPILED BY 
KIYOKO MORITA

1

FROM 24 MARCH

The British Museum 

presents: Hokusai

This groundbreaking documentary 

is the first British film to be made 

about the world-renowned 

Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai 

(1760–1849), an influence on the 

likes of painter David Hockney. 

The documentary is followed by a 

viewing of the much-anticipated 

British Museum exhibition 

Hokusai: Beyond the Great Wave. 

Presented by art historian Andrew 

Graham-Dixon along with artists 

Grayson Perry CBE, Kate Malone 

and Maggi Hambling CBE, the tour 

of the exhibition has been created 

especially for a cinema audience 

and features the curator Tim Clark 

and scholar Roger Keyes.
DOCUMENTARY FILM AND GUIDE TO EXHIBITION 

FILM © BRITISH MUSEUM BIG COMIC

MANGA IMAGES IN DOCUMENTARY © SHOGAKUKAN

YEBISU Garden Cinema

(Among other locations)

Yebisu Garden Place

4-20-2 Ebisu

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

Various Times

Adults: ¥1,800

http://hokusai-movie.jp/

0570-783-715

◉ Free gift

We are giving away three posters 

related to this film.

2

24 MARCH–24 JUNE

NUDE: Art from the Tate Collection

The exhibition traces artists’ 

depictions of the naked body 

in Western art over some 200 

years based on artworks in the 

Tate’s renowned collection. The 

exhibition is supported by the 

British Council. 
TATE: PURCHASED WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE ART 

FUND AND PUBLIC CONTRIBUTIONS. 1953, IMAGE@

TATE, LONDON 2017

Yokohama Museum of Art

3-4-1 Minatomirai

Nishi-ku, Yokohama

Kanagawa Prefecture

10am–6pm (entry by 5:30pm) 

Open until 8:30pm on 11 May 

and 8 June

Closed Thursdays except 

3 and 7 May

Adults: ¥1,600

http://nude2018.yomiuri.co.jp/

03-5777-8600

◉ Free tickets

We have five pairs of tickets to 

give away.

3

18 MARCH–7 MAY

Mary Poppins

Set in London in 1910, this musical 

is based on the series of children’s 

books by P.L. Travers and the 1964 

Disney film starring Julie Andrews 

and Dick Van Dyke. This is the first 

time it will have been performed 

in Japan. 

Tokyu Theatre Orb

Shibuya Hikarie 11F

2-21-1 Shibuya

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

Various times

Adults: from ¥13,500

https://marypoppins2018.jp/

03-3490-4949 3

2

1
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◉

To apply for free tickets and gifts, please send an email with 

your name, address and telephone number by 31 March to: 

coordinator@custom-media.com

Winners will be picked at random.

4

FROM 6 APRIL

Tosca

Filled with drama, passion and 

fabulous music, Puccini’s thriller 

provides a great opera experience. 

In this production—part of the 

Royal Opera House’s cinema 

series—Dan Ettinger conducts a 

star cast led by Adrianne Pieczonka, 

Josepho Calleja and Gerald Finely. 
© ROH. PHOTO BY CATHERINE ASHMORE

TOHO Cinemas Nihonbashi

(Among other locations)

2-3-1 Nihonbashi-muromachi

Chuo-ku, Tokyo

Various times

Adults: from ¥3,600

Students: ¥2,500

http://tohotowa.co.jp/roh/movie/

tosca.html

050-6868-5060

◉ Free gift

We have three original pamphlets 

related to this film to give away.

5

11–13 APRIL

The Brand New Heavies

The Brand New Heavies are an 

acid jazz and funk group formed 

in 1985 in Ealing, west London. In 

July 2016, the band began touring 

extensively in Europe and Japan 

with Sulene Fleming on vocals. 

Blue Note Tokyo

6-3-16 Minami-aoyama

Minato-ku, Tokyo

Various times

Adults: ¥8,500

www.bluenote.co.jp/jp/artists/the-

brand-new-heavies/

03-5485-0088

6

12 APRIL–13 MAY

1984

This Laurence Olivier Award-

nominated play by Robert Icke and 

Duncan Macmillan is based on 

the novel Nineteen Eighty-Four by 

George Orwell. The performance 

will be in Japanese. 

New National Theatre, Tokyo

1-1-1 Honmachi

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

Various times

Adults: from ¥3,240

www.nntt.jac.go.jp/english/

productions/detail_009692.html 

03-5352-9999

4

5

6
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

1

British Ambassador to Japan Paul Madden CMG gave the introductory 

speech at the Pledge for Parity: Bridging the Potential, Performance and 

Pay Gap event co-organised by the British Chamber of Commerce in Japan 

(BCCJ) and the British Embassy Tokyo on 8 March at the embassy.

2

From left: Mark Dearlove, chief executive officer of Barclays Securities 

Japan Ltd. and BCCJ Executive Committee member; Rachel Huf, 

managing director and head of legal at Barclays Asia; Rachel King, minister 

counsellor at the British Embassy Tokyo; Naomi Hill, vice president of global 

financing at IBM; Yuka Okumura, HR director at GlaxoSmithKline K.K.; and 

Fulvio Guarneri, chief executive officer of Unilever Japan.

3

From left: Marin Minamiya, the youngest Japanese person to scale 

Mount Everest; Guarneri; Yuka Shimada, director of HR at Unilever 

Japan; and Lori Henderson MBE, executive director of the BCCJ.

4

Fernando Bangit, staff member of Daiichikigyo Corporation

5

Guests showed their support for gender equality.

21

3 4

5
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UK–JAPAN EVENTS

6  |  BCCJ EVENT

From left: Lori Henderson MBE, executive director of the British Chamber of 

Commerce in Japan (BCCJ); David Mundell, secretary of state for Scotland; 

Paul Madden CMG, British ambassador to Japan; and David Bickle, president 

of the BCCJ, at the event What Does Brexit Mean for Scotland, the UK and 

Japan? held at the British Embassy Tokyo on 16 February (page 19).

7

From left: Noriko Silvester, founder and chief executive officer of 

Candlewick Co., Ltd. and member of the BCCJ Executive Committee 

(Excom), and Guy Perryman MBE, DJ and fellow Excom member, at the 

BCCJ event Responsible Luxury on 21 February at Berry Bros & Rudd’s 

Imperial Dining Room in Tokyo.
PHOTO: YOKO SAZAKI

8

Members of the London Symphony Orchestra with pupils from the British 

School in Tokyo on 5 March at the British Embassy Tokyo.
PHOTO: BRIAN CHRISTIAN

BCCJ ACUMEN readers are welcome to email recent UK–Japan 

event photos with captions and credits for the editor to 

consider: russell@custom-media.com

COMMUNITY

6

8

9 10

7

9  |  SPORT

From left: Masahide Okabe, mayor of Sano; Shogo Kimura, baseball 

player-turned-cricketer; and Sano mascot Sanomaru at a press conference 

on 19 February to announce the staging of the Sano Cricket–Curry Festival 

as part of its plans to become an international cricket destination.
PHOTO: SANO CITY

10  |  PARTY

From left: co-founders of Brits at Lunch Phil Robertson, director of 

Y.K. Honyaku Plus, and Rob Williams, senior investment advisor 

at AP Advisers Ltd., at Brits at Lunch on 2 March at Hobgoblin in 

Roppongi, Tokyo.
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If you could meet any classical music composer, living or departed, 

with whom would you like to have a conversation? When I pitched 

this question to Grace Chatto of British band Clean Bandit, she 

pondered thoughtfully and answered Mozart and Bach. I asked because 

Clean Bandit initially made their mark by fusing contemporary electronic 

pop music with classical music elements—including cello played by the 

Royal Academy of Music-trained Chatto.

I was curious if she had wondered what these composers would think 

of the Clean Bandit concept. “I think Mozart would probably love it”, she 

said with a laugh, “because he had such a sense of humour. But Bach I 

think would be really interested in electronic music in general”.

Going live

I met up with Chatto in January, and she was delighted to be back in 

Tokyo, for which she has had a soft spot since first visiting on holiday more 

than 10 years ago. She’s returned a number of times with Clean Bandit, 

who shot the video for their hit Rather Be guerrilla-style on Tokyo’s streets, 

trains and Tsukiji fish market.

The band formed in 2008 when Chatto met violinist Neil Amin-Smith 

and brothers Jack and Luke Patterson while studying at Jesus College, the 

University of Cambridge. As Chatto recalled, “This all started very much 

as a live project. For the first few years we didn’t really record anything, we 

were just putting on our own live shows around London and Cambridge”. 

The group’s breakout single Mozart’s House—a danceable tune with 

electronic blips and beeps, thumping bass, a distinctly British-style rap 

vocal and part of Mozart’s String Quartet No. 21—was recorded in 2011. 

When re-released in 2013, it reached number 17 on the UK singles chart. 

The video for the single featured Chatto in underwear with a violin across 

her naked chest, which led to her being fired for indecency from a school 

where she taught cello to young students.

The struggle of being a starving artist did not last too long, however. 

Since then, Clean Bandit has had a string of hits globally and sold more 

than 13m singles and over 1mn albums. 

Hitting the right note

The core members of Clean Bandit are not singers, so for all of their hits 

they have recruited guest vocalists, including English singers Jess Glynne 

and Anne-Marie, as well as Zara Larsson from Sweden, 

Julia Michaels from the United States and Jamaican 

rapper Sean Paul.

I asked Chatto how they select those with whom they 

want to work. “It’s different every time. Zara Larsson we 

pounced on after we saw her performing at a festival in 

London. I just thought, ‘Wow, her attitude and her voice 

would be perfect for Symphony’, which we’d just finished. She liked it, came 

in, it was very quick, she sang it a couple of times and it was brilliant”.

Meeting Larsson solved another problem faced by bands with songs 

but no singer. “Then we ended up doing a big tour with her across 

America”. For live concerts, Clean Bandit always has to find a vocalist who 

is suitable and available.

Does Chatto have a wish list of whom she’d like to work with? “Lana 

Del Rey is someone I would love to do something with. Bruno Mars … but 

these people are very difficult to contact!” she admitted with a laugh.

One person who is difficult to contact but has recently been collab-

orating with Clean Bandit is Elton John. “We have got together with him 

a couple of times in the studio and made a couple of songs, but neither 

of them are finished yet, so I don’t know exactly what’s going to happen 

with them. But it was such an incredible experience to meet him and 

write with him and see his creative process. He just has a constant flow of 

musical ideas and jokes at the same time!”

Back to the classics

We finished our conversation by getting back to classical music, with 

Chatto admitting the direction of Clean Bandit has shifted over time.

“I’ve always loved classical music and pop music, so it’s the perfect 

thing to be able to do both. I think when we started it was much more 

about mixing the two together, and for me that was a very exciting new 

thing, but recently we’ve allowed the classical side to slip away a bit. We 

still use the acoustic cello and violins in the music, but we don’t really 

call upon classical music in the mix. I’d be interested in 

doing more of that”.

I certainly hope so because their unique sound is 

what made Clean Bandit stand out in the noisy world 

of pop music. I would like to hear more of this fusion, 

all the while pondering what Mozart or Bach would 

make of it. 

CLASSIC 
BEATS
Grace Chatto of Clean Bandit 
on fusing pop and Mozart
BY GUY PERRYMAN MBE

“I’ve always loved classical 

music and pop music, so 

it’s the perfect thing to be 

able to do both”.

BEHIND THE MIC
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discussion of the practice. Not for the faint-hearted, the chapter is 

guaranteed to jolt anyone out of their comfort zone. 

The term perspective comes to mind as one trawls through the memories 

of Christina Lamb OBE. With a career that will leave any journalist in awe, 

she recalls being in the midst of suicide bombings, war and famine, as well as 

being witness to women struggling to be allowed to take control of something 

as essential as their own education. Reading about her experiences will surely 

put into perspective the everyday troubles of most people.

Identity is another theme that comes through in each life lesson. One 

striking account is from Jo Clifford, one of Scotland’s leading playwrights, 

who recounts her journey to self-discovery. It is only after having spent 

49 years as John, a husband and father, that she comes to terms with, and 

accepts, her gender identity. “We all have to learn, somehow, to disentangle 

the false from the true and become our own real selves”, she says.

Of particular relevance, in a Japan context, are the words of Jess 

Phillips, Labour MP for Birmingham Yardley. She talks about taking risks 

and the general perception that women will take fewer chances. She 

analyses this through the lens of her own rocky road in politics, noting 

that women walk a “tightrope of independence in the face of risk” and 

that, “we women are masters in the art of risk, for fear is—for many of 

us—a part of life”.

Activist, author and inspirational speaker Katie Piper highlights 

the fact that developing confidence is much like going to the gym or 

practising mindfulness. Reference is made to her only partly recounted 

and harrowing tale of having been in an acid attack in March 2008. A 

personal poem—My Old Face—at the end of her chapter opens up some 

raw memories.

And for all of the mums out there, there is Robyn Wilder, journalist 

and mental health awareness advocate. Her life lesson—“You’re 

not the worst mum in the world”—takes another honest look at the 

imperfections that come with being a new mother. She recalls the 

difficulty of pregnancy and giving birth, which ranged from gestational 

diabetes and anaemia, to having an emergency caesarean and post-

traumatic stress disorder after the birth of her son. “Letting go of others’ 

expectations was key”, she tells readers.

Meanwhile, the vigour and energy from Nicola Adams OBE in lesson 

number 18 is particularly poignant. “I’m never willing to settle down, 

to pat myself on the back and say, ‘I’m done now’”, she writes. Her 

determination is palpable, and her growth as an athlete, as expressed 

through her thoughts and considerations, is significant. 

The questions she asks herself link well to award-winning journalist 

Poorna Bell’s contribution, “The five questions everyone needs to ask 

themselves”. These provide a revealing insight into her goals, but also 

prompt the reader to think.

This guileless collection is rounded out by essays with thoughts 

and stories from notable women, including beauty giant Bobbi Brown, 

American writer Roxanne Gay, award-winning journalist Tanya Gold and 

comedian Francesca Martinez—who has cerebral palsy, or, as she puts it, 

is just “wobbly”.

Once you have finished making your way through the views and 

emotions of the book’s 25 remarkable women, a sense of understanding 

may wash over you. Suddenly, you are no longer alone. 

One might assume from the title of this volume that it provides a detached 

view of celebrity career women’s lives. Then there’s the cheerful pink and 

purple cover. But the sentiments expressed hit far closer to home than 

one might expect.

It’s an emotional rollercoaster of a read, featuring a selection of 

women who have been through a multitude of experiences. Each tells 

her story with her own stroke of comic and literary genius. 

Lisa Smosarski, the launch editor of women’s weekly magazine 

Stylist—which compiled the book—introduces lesson one, “Why having 

it all is a myth”. She candidly sets the scene, with her story of balancing a 

baby and a career. This leads to a frank and, at times, humorous look at the 

experiences of the 25 women who contributed to the publication.

Love, sex and relationships are all on the cards. Sometimes reaching 

uncomfortable depth, journalist, broadcaster and sex educator Alix Fox 

unabashedly talks about her personal sexual encounters. She notes, “If 

they don’t treat love like a verb, you must kick them to the kerb”.

Besides the humorous quips, more sombre topics are tackled. These 

include the serious issue of female genital mutilation, told through 

the eyes of Nimko Ali. She campaigns to break the taboo surrounding 
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